QPR® Cold Patch

‘QPR®’, High Performance Pot Hole Repair has been manufactured here in New
Zealand since Oct’ 2008. An onsite blending & manufacturing system specifically for
QPR® manufacture has enabled the delivery of a quality product to customers which
range through out the North & South Island also the Pacific.
In November of 2009 400 tonnes of CMA 20 (QPR®) was manufactured for the repair of
Christmas Islands (Kiritimati) Cassidy International Airport runway

QPR® is a new generation Cold Mix. It is made from 100% crushed, washed aggregate and a
special blend of bitumen, anti-stripping additives and adhesives.
QPR® does not require a tack coat in the hole before installation. It can be used in a wet
hole or even a hole full of water. Compaction is easy with just the back of a shovel, or with
the tyre on a Ute. It can be stockpiled outside for up to one year.
QPR® is the biggest selling permanent cold patch mix in North America. This product is a
direct competitor to - EZ-Street, Matrix, Asphalt in a Bag.
QPR® is available either - bulk (30 tonne truck and trailer loads), 1 tonne bags or 22.7kg bags
in 1 tonne lots.

Our rates are very competitive compared to our competitors, with equally good cartage
rates for bulk and pallet lots.
This product will save the users time and money i.e. no tack coat required, can be applied in
the wet, as once the repair has been made (as per user guide) you will not have to revisit
the patch as QPR® is a PERMANENT REPAIR.
Please refer to attachment for product information or visit the USA website
www.qprcoldpatch.com
We look forward to being a supplier of Permanent Cold patch product to your business.

THE HIGH PERFORMANCE PERMANENT COLD PATCH
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